RESOLUTION CONFIRMING SENATE’S SUPPORT OF THE SA AND HARTNETT GALLERY MURAL PROJECT
RESOLUTION 7
November 17th, 2014

Submitted by: Luke Metzler, Class of 2016 Senator
Ulrik Soderstrom, Projects and Services Chair

WHEREAS, the opportunities and scholarships for undergraduate artists are lacking on the University of Rochester campus; and

WHEREAS, the Hartnett Gallery is under-recognized and utilized by the University of Rochester population; and

WHEREAS, the Student Association Government does properly support or partner with the Hartnett Gallery; and

WHEREAS, the talents of student artists at the University of Rochester are under utilized to promote campus beautification as recognized by SA Government, Wilson Commons administration, and Dean Feldman.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the SA Government pledges its support to an open submission mural installation project supported by both the Hartnett Gallery and the Student Association Government to enhance the beautification of University of Rochester campus, give scholarship opportunity to art/humanities majors at the University of Rochester, establish partnership between facilities administration, SA Government, and Hartnett Gallery, enable and support student art work on campus by creation of opportunity, encourage creative and constructive uses of indoor space, enable students the experience to sit on a selection committee, encourage the arts and humanities on campus and enable the Parent Council to support student arts on campus.

Eudora Erickson
Speaker, Students’ Association Senate

Antoinette Esce
President, Students’ Association

SENATE VOTE TOTALS:
Yes: 14 No: 0 Abs: 0 Date: 11/17/14